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As we enter the 21st century, there is an urgent need for new approaches to mathematics education emphasizing its relevance in young learners’ futures. Modeling Students’ Mathematical Modeling Competencies explores the vital trend toward using real-world problems as a basis for teaching mathematics skills, competencies, and applications. Blending theoretical constructs and practical considerations, the book presents papers from the latest conference of the ICTMA, beginning with the basics (Why are models necessary? Where can we find them?) and moving through intricate concepts of how students perceive math, how instructors teach—and how both can become better learners. Dispatches as varied as classroom case studies, analyses of math in engineering work, and an in-depth review of modeling-based curricula in the Netherlands illustrate modeling activities on the job, methods of overcoming math resistance, and the movement toward replicable models and lifelong engagement.

A sampling of topics covered:

	How students recognize the usefulness of mathematics
	Creating the modeling-oriented classroom
	Assessing and evaluating students’ modeling capabilities
	The relationship between modeling and problem-solving
	Instructor methods for developing their own models of modeling
	New technologies for modeling in the classroom


Modeling Students’ Mathematical Modeling Competencies offers welcome clarity and focus to the international research and professional community in mathematics, science, and engineering education, as well as those involved in the sciences of teaching and learning these subjects.
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No Country for Old Men: From Novel to FilmThe Scarecrow Press, Inc, 2009

	I twice viewed No Country for Old Men in the theater, and on both occasions after the final image of Tommy Lee Jones had cut to black, there were audible exclamations from the patrons around me: “That’s it?” “What happened?” This twelfth film by Joel and Ethan Coen evoked the same response that the...
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Minimally Invasive Spine Surgery: A Surgical ManualSpringer, 2005

	Don’t miss it! The second, completely revised and expanded edition of the successful surgical manual on minimally invasive spine surgery includes 51 chapters (including more than 20 new chapters) covering all current minimally invasive techniques in spine surgery. A complete survey of all microsurgical and endoscopic techniques with a...
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Methods in Medical Informatics: Fundamentals of Healthcare Programming in Perl, Python, and RubyCRC Press, 2010

	Too often, healthcare workers are led to believe that medical informatics is a complex field that can only be mastered by teams of professional programmers. This is simply not the case. With just a few dozen simple algorithms, easily implemented with open source programming languages, you can fully utilize the medical information contained in...
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Resumes for Communications CareersMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Communications is a wide-ranging field covering everything from public relations to broadcast journalism to technical writing. Despite the diversity of options, competition for these highly coveted positions is fierce. Give yourself an edge by consulting Resumes for Communications Careers, packed with expert advice on crafting a...
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Functional and Object Oriented Analysis and Design: An Integrated MethodologyIGI Global, 2006

	Functional and Object Oriented Analysis and Design: An Integrated Methodology teaches students of information systems, software engineering, computer science and related areas how to analyze and design information systems using the FOOM methodology. FOOM combines the object-oriented approach and the functional (process-oriented) approach. It...
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Distibuted Systems: Design and AlgorithmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	In today’s digital environment, distributed systems are increasingly present in a wide variety of environments, ranging from public software applications to critical systems.


	Distributed Systems introduces the underlying concepts, the associated design techniques and the related security issues.

	Distributed Systems:...
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